2004 honda accord starter relay

How to tell if starter relay is bad? Well, it is one of the major but often neglected components of
the ignition system. It rarely breaks down due to not having many moving parts. A failed starter
relay means the car may not start at all. Corroded contacts, bad circuit, or a worn out relay
could be the source of the trouble. You need to be watchful and monitor the relays on a regular
basis to avoid sudden breakdown. The main function of a starter relay is to work as a switch for
the starter solenoid by switching on a large current stream from a smaller one generated from
the ignition switch circuit. It does the same for the starter motor when it is an automotive car.
Due to the low price tag, replacing the component is the best option when it fails. Well, these
are the warning signs to be aware of:. The most obvious symptom is a completely silent car that
does not respond when you turn the ignition key. The current eventually pass through the
starter solenoid and motor, making the engine to kick off. When the car does not start after
turning the ignition switch, check whether the battery is dead or not. It happens when the relay
cannot send a full signal. The relay either sends a fully electrical signal or nothing. But, a
damaged or worn out relay that has not failed completely may try to close contacts during on
and off. The unsuccessful attempts result in rapid clicking sounds. This particular problem is
the byproduct of an old relay and corroded or dirty contacts. A battery with low ampere can
cause the same trouble. So, be sure to check it before deciding to change the relay. A fully
functional starter relay will transmit power to the starter every time it is engaged. But, damage
could occur due to dirt, overheating, and other issues, enforcing the erratic operation of the
starter. A bad wire connection or greasy contacts because of exposure under the hood could be
the issues too. Click here!!! Checking the wires, cleaning the contacts, and repairing the broken
leads will solve this problem. Turning the ignition key switches on the starter relay, leading to
the operation of the starter solenoid and motor. Turning off the ignition key is supposed to
create the opposite reaction. There is something wrong with the starter relay when it does not
follow this regular route of operation. You should be worried if it remains on long after the
engine has kicked off. The possible reason could be the welding together of the contacts due to
overheating or exposure to a high volume of current. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car
blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that
experience to good use in his sharing posts. Leave A Reply Cancel Reply. Login with Google.
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password. A password will be e-mailed to you. Two problems related to starter solenoid have
been reported for the Honda Accord. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please
also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Honda Accord based on all problems
reported for the Accord. My wife had parked in a parking space with a very slight downward
slope. There was another space ahead of her. She had been driving in a heavy rain. The car was
operating normally. When she returned about 15 minutes later, the brake pedal felt hard. She
started the engine and shifted into reverse. The car started coasting forward. The brakes
remained hard and didn't stop the car. She stopped it by shifting to park, then turned off the
engine. She repeated the attempt to back out of the space - same result. No error messages
appeared. She called, and I drove to the scene. The rain had stopped. I felt the hardness of the
brake pedal, although it felt more like a stiff spring than a non-power brake pedal to me. I
pumped the springy pedal a few times; it didn't change. I started the engine, keeping my foot
lightly on the brake. When the engine started, the stiffness immediately disappeared, the pedal
felt normal, the transmission worked, and the car drove normally. I didn't get to experience the
transmission problem. Later, I could find no problem with the brakes. The linkage has only a
very slight amount of play, as it should. I depleted the vacuum supply by pumping the brakes
with the engine off. The pedal felt very hard, unlike the springy feel in the parking lot. I have a
phd in electrical engineering and a lot of car repair experience. This background leads me to
conclude that it is extremely unlikely for the unrelated braking and transmission systems to fail
simultaneously, and then recover simultaneously. There has to be another common cause,
which leads me to suspect the computer system or possibly a sensor, particularly because this
happened after driving in a heavy rain. The postulated failure mode is a compromised computer
system that could partially activate the abs system and also fail to operate the reverse solenoid
valve in the transmission. I was driving my Honda Accord ex-l navi sedan and went to get gas.
As I finished pumping the gas and went to start the car the car would not start. The car had to
be towed to the closest Honda dealership. They looked at the car the next day and said that the

starter had malfunctioned and needed to be replaced. Car Problems. Starter Solenoid problem
1. Starter Solenoid problem 2. Other Electrical System related problems of the Honda Accord.
Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Instrument Panel problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Battery problems. Ignition problems. Wiring problems. Instrument Panel
Failure problems. Starter problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Dash Wiring problems.
Anti-theft Controller problems. One of the most important â€” and most forgotten â€”
components of any vehicle's ignition system is the starter relay. This electrical part is designed
to redirect power from the battery to the starter solenoid, which then activates the starter to
spin over the engine. The proper activation of this process allows the ignition switch's circuit to
complete, which will permit you to shut the vehicle off when you turn the key off. Although it's
unlikely that you'll ever experience a problem with the starter relay, it is prone to mechanical
failure and will need to be replaced by a professional mechanic if it wears out. Most of today's
modern cars and trucks have an electronic ignition switch that is activated by remote key. This
key has an electronic chip embedded that links up with the computer on your vehicle and allows
the ignition button to activate. There are times when this type of key will impact the operation of
the starter relay and display similar warning signs as if this system is damaged. Listed below
are a few of the symptoms of a damaged or worn out starter relay. If you notice these warning
signs, make sure you contact a local ASE certified mechanic to completely inspect your vehicle
as these symptoms might indicate problems with other components. The most obvious warning
sign that a problem with the starter relay exists is when the vehicle won't start when you engage
the ignition process. As stated above, electronic keys do not have a manual ignition switch.
However, when powered, it should send a signal to the starter relay once the key is turned or
the starter button is pressed. If you press this button or if you turn the key on a manual ignition
switch and the vehicle does not turn over, it may be caused by a problem with the starter relay.
This problem may be attributed to a circuit that has failed, so no matter how many times you
turn the key, the vehicle will not start. If the circuit has not yet completely failed, you may hear a
clicking noise as you try to turn the key. In either case, you should contact a professional
mechanic to inspect the symptom and correctly diagnose the precise cause. When you start
your engine and release the key or stop pressing the starter button on a modern vehicle, the
circuit is supposed to close, which will discontinue power to the starter motor. If the starter
stays on after the engine has ignited, the main contacts in the starter relay have most likely
welded together in the closed position. When this occurs, the starter relay will be stuck in the
on position and damage will occur to the starter, circuit, relay, and the transmission flywheel if
it is not addressed immediately. If the starter relay is working properly, it will send power to the
starter every time it is engaged. However, it is possible that the starter relay will become
damaged due to excessive heat, dirt, and debris or other issues that might cause sporadic
operation of the starter. If you try to start your car and the starter doesn't activate instantly, but
you turn the key switch once again and it works, this is most likely due to a problem with the
relay. In this case, it's important that you contact a mechanic as soon as possible so they can
determine what is causing the intermittent contact. In many cases an intermittent starting
problem is linked to a bad wire connection that may become dirty due to exposure under the
hood. This symptom is common when your battery is low on amps , but is also an indicator that
your starter relay is not sending a full signal. The relay is an all or nothing device, meaning that
it either sends the full electrical current or sends nothing to the starter. However, there are
some occasions when a damaged starter relay will cause the starter to make a clicking sound
when you turn the key. The starter relay is a very durable and reliable mechanical part, however
it is possible for damage to occur requiring a mechanic to replace the starter relay. If you notice
any of these warning signs, make sure to contact one of the professional mechanics at
YourMechanic. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Starting And
Charging Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including
diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with
all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U.
Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Starting And Charging Inspection Cost. Service
Location. Vehicle does not start The most obvious warning sign that a problem with the starter
relay exists is when the vehicle won't start when you engage the ignition process. Starter stays
on after engine started When you start your engine and release the key or stop pressing the
starter button on a modern vehicle, the circuit is supposed to close, which will discontinue
power to the starter motor. Intermittent issues starting the vehicle If the starter relay is working
properly, it will send power to the starter every time it is engaged. Clicking sound coming from
the starter This symptom is common when your battery is low on amps , but is also an indicator
that your starter relay is not sending a full signal. Home Articles. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our

terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair.
Related Articles. How Does a Starter Motor Work? Recent Starting And Charging Inspection
reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Chris 22 years of experience. Request Chris. Good
experience. Very knowlageable, experienced man. I have high hopes for my truck! Anderson 27
years of experience. Request Anderson. Anderson was very friendly and professional. Kyle 12
years of experience. Request Kyle. Excellent mechanic! James 8 years of experience. Request
James. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. However, getting it to crank Read more. The
highest tech cars can contain miles of electrical wiring. Wires must be secured and protected
from heat and debris in order to work properly. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Ignition Ignitor
Common signs include engine misfires, the Check Engine Light coming on, car not starting, and
a decrease in power, acceleration, and fuel efficiency. All of that AC system is run by the
computer. If you jump it and it works, watch my video. I even have a video "how to fix your AC
system cheaply. New battery; car won't start Hello. If the car is not starting after a battery
replacement then you either have a bad connection at the battery or it is possible that the
programming in the computer got corrupted when the voltage was lost. This can Fluctuating
RPM gauge when going up hills Hey there. It's hard to tell without further information. Automatic
transmissions rely on solenoids and electronic sensors to shift. If these sensors have failed, the
symptoms would be similar to yours. Issues with your fuel system will also produce similar
Browse other content. Schedule your Starting And Charging Inspection today! Starting And
Charging Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. Updated: January 31, Climb into your
car. Buckle up for safety. Turn the key in the ignition andâ€¦ nothing. Nothing but a click. Could
be a dead battery. But since the dash lights and the radio and the headlamps seem to be
working, maybe something else is the culprit. Relay vs. When you turn the key to start your car,
you are activating the ignition switch. Like most of the switches in your vehicle, the ignition
switch controls only a low-powered signal, in this case to start the engine. But the starter itself
requires a lot of power. Certainly more than the tiny wires running to the ignition switch can
handle. The starter is tasked with the job of getting the internal parts of the engine turning, and
that requires a lot of torque, thereby requiring more power. So automakers insert a device that
enables a low-power signal to trigger a high-power signal. That way, a big job like starting an
engine can be enabled by a small switch. Both a relay and a solenoid are devices that receive a
low-power signal as a trigger to close or sometimes open a much larger circuit with more
power. Now the terms relay and solenoid are often used interchangeably and there is a lot of
confusion about which is which. Hopefully we do not add to the confusion. So, in that manner
the terms are often used in place of one another. Because of its construction and manner of
operation, a solenoid is usually capable of switching a higher current than a relay. Still, one
person might refer to a starter relay and another to a starter solenoid. Further muddying the
water, these devices are located in different places on different vehicles. And some
manufacturers use both a relay and a solenoid in the ignition system. In that case, the relay will
trigger the solenoid. Signs of a bad starter solenoid. Because it is more common to run into
problems with the starter solenoid than with a plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on
symptoms related to the solenoid. Consider these possible signs of a failing or bad starter
solenoid when you turn the key:. Nothing happens. If you engage the ignition and it does
nothing, there are a number of problems that could account. One possibility is the solenoid.
This could mean that the solenoid is trying to engage but that the internal components are
stuck and unable to work properly. But a faulty solenoid that fails to make adequate electrical
contact inside can also produce this tell-tale sound. If the starter engages but does not
disengage when you let go of the key , the solenoid is likely bad and the starter may suffer
significant damage as a result. Intermittent operation can be a sign of a failing starter solenoid.
Other issues that present like a bad solenoid. Problems that might cause your car to act like it
has a bad starter solenoid can include:. Bad battery - If the battery voltage is low it will be
unable to provide enough power to start your engine. Blown fuse - Sometimes the simplest
explanation is the best one. A blown fuse in the starter circuit could be the cause of a no-start
problem. Broken or corroded wiring - Damaged or dirty wires to the battery or to the starter
solenoid or wires that are loose can prevent sufficient power from reaching the starter. It also
recharges the battery. If the alternator is bad, the battery may not be capable of starting the
engine. Starter - Some solenoids are mounted to the starter, but some are located directly inside
the starter housing. When this is the case, it may be necessary to replace the entire starter
when the solenoid goes bad. Sometimes the starter itself is the problem. Electrical issues can
be annoying and inconvenient. They can also be hazardous and can cause damage. If you run
into symptoms of a bad starter relay or solenoid with your car, truck, or SUV, make sure to have
a trusted tec
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hnician to diagnose the specific problem. View All Posts Next Previous. Solenoid When you
turn the key to start your car, you are activating the ignition switch. Signs of a bad starter
solenoid Because it is more common to run into problems with the starter solenoid than with a
plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on symptoms related to the solenoid. Other issues
that present like a bad solenoid Problems that might cause your car to act like it has a bad
starter solenoid can include: Bad battery - If the battery voltage is low it will be unable to
provide enough power to start your engine. This article is intended only as a general guidance
document and relying on its material is at your sole risk. This reservation of rights is intended
to be only as broad and inclusive as is permitted by the laws of your State of residence. Tags:
Electrical System. Get Quote. Thank you for your quote request. A representative will get back
to you shortly. For immediate assistance please call.

